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Current Art Prizes

SCEGGS DARLINGHURST acknowledges and
pays respect to the Gadigal people of the Eora
nation, the traditional custodians of the land on
which the School is built. As we share knowledge,
teaching and learning practices within this school,
we pay respect to the longstanding and continuing histories, cultures and knowledges of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

Woollahra Youth Photographic Award
The Woollahra Youth Photographic Award and
Short Film Prize is now open for entries.
There is both a Junior (Years 7, 8 and 9) and
Senior category(Years 10,11 and 12) for photography and an open category (Years 7 to 12)
for short film submissions.
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This year a special category has been added.
“Strange Days” encourages students to submit
photographic responses and observations to
our current situation and world in the time of a
pandemic. The competition awards cash prizes
of up to $2,000, as well as donated prizes from
the Australian Centre for Photography.
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Entries will close Friday 14 August at 4:00pm
and submissions can be made online or in person at Council Chambers.

Lester Prize Youth Award
The Lester Prize Youth Award is a portrait prize
that encourages the creative talents of young and
aspiring artists. It is open to all High School students across Australia.
The Prize allows entrants to showcase their works
and present their unique artistic perspectives;
helps build their confidence to further their art
practice; and allows them to share their stories
with the wider community.
Call for Entries: 11 April — 24 July 2020 (5pm
AWST).

What a crazy start to the year! With
Covid-19, the art world has been drastically changed, because of the lockdown many
galleries went online or just closed up all
together. SCOPE #6 was also affected by
the constantly changing events, you will
most likely notice a significant decrease in
the amount of content in this issue, mostly
due to galleries being closed, as well as the
very late publishing, with the uncertainty
it became harder to proceed with the issue.
However, it is now here and ready to be
read. As always, I am thankful for all of the
writers and contributors, and all of their
work. I would also like to thank Ms Jackson and Michaela Gleave, for their help
with the magazine, even over zoom they
were vital in the production of the first
issue of SCOPE for 2020. I hope everyone
is safe and well, enjoy #6
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What’s On...
Ronnie van Hout Handwalk 2015 (video still)

Shadow Catchers at the Art Gallery of New South
Wales is one of the best shows on at the moment
and well worth a visit. It opened before shut down
and is curated by Isobel Paker Phillips, Senior
Curator of Contemporary Australian Art at the
AGNSW. Isobel is a SCEGGS old girl and has hung
a playful and thoughtful look at the way shadows,
body doubles and mirrors affect our understanding
of photography. There is a dreaminess about many

The other exhibition at Art Gallery of New Wales
well worth a visit is Under the Stars. This is a
show looking at stargazing by both indigenous
and non indigenous artists across time. The
gallery says that, this exhibition marks 250 years
Shaun Gladwell, Planet and stars sequence:
Barrier Highway 2009 (video still)

for his work ‘no friend but the mountains’ in the
turbine Hall, find the almost hidden 5 min looped
work by acclaimed Australian film director Warick
Thornton, ‘Meth Kelly’ in the tunnel and look out
for the large scale multi video work by Kabul/
Ghent based artists Aziz Hazara – ‘Bow Echo’ at
the MCA. There are many great works in this very
big show so allow plenty of time.

interested in the personal and social impact of
architecture and our built environment. The Sirius
building seems a perfect stating point for this
exploration after a highly visible public campaign
failed to avoid the eviction of long standing public
housing tenants in readiness for the building’s sale
to developers.
A completely different show is at The Commercial
Gallery in Marrickville. The Ground is an
exhibition of recent work by Sydney based painter
Patrick Hartigan. Hartigan is a master of synthesis
and visual editing, resulting a strangely simple
refined style. He is interested in the personal
memories and domestic realm with a focus on the
human scale of portraits, nudes, interiors and still
lifes. Using a subtle pallette of usually oils on found
since Captain Cook landed at Kamay (Botany supports. His work is both abstract and spare yet
Bay). For his first voyage (1768-71), Cook had two recognizable. The show runs until the 18th July.
main missions — to document the transit of
Venus and to locate the ‘unknown southern
land. The night sky is a terrific starting point
for such a show because it is an uncontested
space that has been a source of fascination for
both indigenous and western cultures alike.
And if you have a chance to catch one or both
of these commercial shows it will be worth
your while. Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, View
from A Bridge. This is a large scale installation
work by Melbourne based artist Callum

Patrick Hartigan, The Ground

David Hockney A Closer Winter Tunnel, February – March 2006
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Also at the Art Gallery of New South Wales are
two other shows really worth spending some
time with. The first is Some Mysterious Process
curated by the Gallery Director Michael Brand
and looks at 50 years of collecting international
contemporary Art. The show reflects changing
fashions in collecting as well as an awakening to
the importance of including artists beyond the
Anglophone world in the collection of a modern
multicultural country. The Art Gallery of New
South Wales says that, “the exhibition provides a
platform for thinking about future collecting as
we look ahead to the completion of the Sydney
Modern Project with its significant new spaces.”

Morton, which takes the highly controversial
Sirius Building in the Sydney Rocks as its starting
point. Morten adopts the distinctive windows of
the iconic building and translates them into bold
wall sculptures in an immersive installation using
pulsating primary colours, the distinctive voice of
siri and a set of drawings. Morton has exhibited
nationally and internationally and represented
Australia at the 2007 Venice Biennale. He is
Callum Morton, The End #2, 2020

Over the last few months we have
missed galleries, museums and
libraries, public cultural spaces that
we share with friends and strangers.
It’s not until they are closed and
unavailable that we feel their absence.
It’s a wonderful feeling to walk back
into our local galleries and reconnect.
For anyone in need of some real time
artistic stimulation after months
of screen, there are a number of
wonderful shows on in Sydney at the
moment. One or two have been closed
for the whole of lockdown and now
are available for the public to enjoy.
There are no international shows
unless they were in place before the
border closures, and the Biennale of Sydney, Nirin
is the standout example of such an international
show that has been in stasis over the last while.
Strangely the Biennale and the other shows listed
here feel just right for the times; thoughtful and
contemplative, sometimes confronting and often
beautiful. The Biennale of Sydney “Nirin” is open
for an extended period at the Art Gallery of New
South Wales, Museum of Contemporary Art,
Cockatoo Island, Artspace and Campbelltown
Arts Centre. Nirin means Edge in the language of
Artistic Director Brook Andrew’s mother’s people,
the Wiradjuri people of western New South Wales.
Brooke writes on the Biennale website “Optimism
from chaos drives artists in NIRIN to resolve the
often hidden or ignored urgency surrounding
contemporary life”. And these words were written
before the lockdown. This year the Biennale
is alive with works from artists on the edge of
societies around the world; people of colour,
LGBT, refugees and others dealing with forms
of environmental destruction. There are some
beautiful works placed across the exhibition
sites including a number of particularly
fabulous video works. Don’t miss American
artist Arthur Jafa’s – The White Album at the
Art Gallery of New South Wales then take
the ferry out to Cockatoo Island and after
walking through extraordinary installation
of masses of jute sacks by Ibrahim Mahama

of the images, which feels perfect for now.
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Talk

Lux Strugar from Year 11 talks
with photographer Hannah
Scott-Stevenson
Was there something particular at SCEGGS at
that made you realise you enjoyed photography?

To be honest I was struggling to get my HSC artwork,
a series of intricate anatomical sketches, completed
in time. Photography presented itself as a medium
that would allow me to get the visual result I was
looking for in a short time frame. SCEGGS didn’t
have a darkroom or teach photography at the time
but they were very supportive, and I was lucky
enough to have a friend whose Dad had access to
one and was able to help me last minute!
What were your favourite aspects of art within
SCEGGS?
The art teachers were what I liked most
about art within SCEGGS. Their passion
and their unwavering enthusiasm in
passing their love of art onto the girls
made art the most inspiring subject for
me.
How has SCEGGS influenced you career?
SCEGGS gave me a sense that I could do
anything if I worked hard enough and
asked the right questions. I think at that
age having a support network of people
you can turn to for advice and direction
gives you the confidence you need to keep
striving for what you want in the real
world.
Why fashion photography over the other styles of photography?
After I completed my degree in Fine Arts
at the VCA in Melbourne I had a much
more realistic view of what life might be
like as a ‘struggling artist’. Fashion was
6

something I fell into as a way of making an income
in photography, first as a studio manager and then
as an assistant to various fashion photographers.
I found that it encompassed all the aspects of
creativity that I loved about photography while still
allowing me to earn a proper living.
What do you think the key elements are of being
a good fashion photographer?
Perseverance. Confidence. Self-discipline and
above all passion. Passion for photography and the
desire to keep learning and to keep growing as a
photographer.
Who and what are your influences?
I think it’s important to have a range of influences
within your field and within the art world. It keeps
you open minded. I love the work of Sarah Moon and
Miroslav Tichy, both experimental photographers
who create quite abstract work. Then at the same
time the work of documentary photographers Lee

Friedlander, Stephen Shore and Martin
Par are hugely important to me. And
film as a genre has always been hugely
inspiring to me.
What series of events led you to this
genre?
Art School. Moving to New York.
Chance encounters with people who
gave me advice and opportunities I may
never have even thought to look for.
Do you prefer to work analogue or
digital?
I prefer to shoot analogue, but the nature
of commercial fashion photography
makes it hard to do so all the time. So,
I stick to digital mostly for work and
analogue when it’s personal.
What’s something from your career
that’s most memorable ?
Working as a photo assistant in NYC I
had the most incredible opportunities to
travel the world with the photographers
I worked for.
I’ve worked on locations ranging from
Fellini’s studio in Rome to rural towns
in Mexico to the San Blas Islands off the Caribbean
coast of Panama where we stayed for a week on
an island about the size of a tennis court. My
most memorable ‘fashion moment’ would have
been my last day in NYC. I was working with the
photographer Emma Summerton on the cover of
W magazine shooting Naomi Campbell, Rhianna
& Iman together. Needless to say, that was an iconic
moment for me.
Is there any advice you would give to people
who are either starting out or thinking of becoming involved?
Photography is one of those careers with no set
path to get there. There are number of paths you
can take depending on the kind of photo career
you’re interested in. Some people study first, some
head straight into photo assisting or working in a
photo studio. Others may travel, shoot and teach

themselves along the way. The best way to learn the
skills you need to become a fashion photographer
are on the job.
There are some courses that teach various aspects
of lighting and photography but like a lot of creative
fields I found you learn more when you’re doing
rather than when you’re learning about doing.
(If that makes sense?) Assisting photographers
whose work you admire is the best place to start
in my opinion. Not every photographer has a
background in assisting but it certainly helped me
gain the technical proficiency I rely on today to feel
confident in any situation I’m thrown into.
Do you prefer to take portrait photos in your
spare time or do enjoy a different subject matter?
In my spare time I prefer documentary style
photography. Opposite: DLYP Campaign

Above: ELLE Magazine, June 2018
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Ella Davidson from Year 11
talks with Prue Stent and Honey
Long

For example, deadlines for exhibition openings
and funding applications are very useful. The
timeframe often provides us with a sense of
structure, making it easier to develop and refine
work for a given purpose.

Was finding your preferred medium and themes
What serves an inspiration for your pieces and
for your works a natural process? What would
where in the world are they taken from? Also, are
you say helped the two of you decide how you
there any key places you take inspiration from?
wanted to create your art?
Working together has always been a very natural
process, one that has evolved fluidly over a number
years through continuous experimentation.
Exactly how and why we make art is still an
ongoing conversation and is not something we
have ever actively decided upon. Fortunately we
have always had very complimentary approaches
to art and enjoy the unpredictable and spontaneous
nature of working collaboratively. Letting go of any
preconceived ideas and working in a spontaneous
nature has been key for our artistic development
together.

There is so much magic to be found in everyday
encounters. We’ve made a lot of our work by
travelling through different landscapes and
happening upon places that have a strange sense
of beauty to them. Often you can find interesting
scenarios where you least expect it, such as a
forgotten garden behind a bowling club or amongst
the shrubbery on the side of a freeway. We also
take a lot of inspiration from discarded objects and
textural materials which often have a relationship
to the natural world and bodily processes.

How would you describe life as an artist, and
what are the struggles and benefits of working in
How did the SCEGGS art programs help
a team?
prepare you for continuing art after school? Any
advice for current art students would be much
You have to deal with a lot uncertainty when
appreciated.
working as an artist however we feel very
privileged to be able to do something we love and
The art programs at SCEGGS have always felt to be
feel constantly engaged by. Like any relationship
a very valued part of the curriculum.The teachers
there is always going to be a negotiation of the
offered us a good balance between structure and
others needs and expectations but in return there
freedom, whilst encouraging us to follow through
is a lot of support and stability. The most exciting
with ideas despite how elaborate they may be. For
part about a collaborative art practice is that the
us art class was a relaxed and safe space to discuss
outcome is unexpected which opens you up to a
ideas and was a great opportunity to connect with
multitude of opportunities and possibilities.
other students on a deeper
and more emotional level. Our
advice for current students
would be to try not to worry
about the outcome and enjoy
the process.
Are there any main difficulties
you two face while preparing
your works?
Our practice has always felt
very intuitive so one challenge
we’ve had to work hard on
is maintaining a sense of
structure and rigour within it.
8

Past is Present
Thea Anamara Perkins (Class
of 2009) awarded the 2020
Dreaming Award for an emerging artist and the Alice Prize

Thea Anamara Perkins (CLASS of 2009) was
awarded the 2020 Alice Prize earlier this year and
then the $20,000 First Nations Award in June.
Previously called the National Indigenous Arts
Awards, the First Nations Awards and the Alice
Prize are some of the most prestigious in the
country. Thea Perkins is an Arrernte and Kalkadoon woman who is rapidly gaining recognition
for her practice which predominantly incorporates painting and installation. Raised and based
in Sydney, Thea has family ties to the Redfern
community. She has worked in a broad range of
community projects and is also an active member
of Seed, Australia’s first Indigenous youth-¬led
climate network.Thea had her first solo show at
First Draft Gallery in 2018 and in the same year
she was a lead artist participating in the restoration of the iconic 40,000 Years mural in Redfern. In 2019 she had her second solo exhibition
Anamara at Our Neon Foe and she was also a
finalist in the Archibald Prize with her portrait of
contemporary artist Christian Thompson . In this
year she was also shortlisted for the Brett Whiteley Travelling Scholarship. Since 2018 she has
been working with Tangentyere artists and exhibited in the 2019 TARNANTHI at the Art Gallery
of South Australia. She is currently a 2020 resident artist at The Clothing Store, Carriageworks
in Sydney. Thea won the Alice Prize for her work
Tent Embassy which is based on a photograph of
her Grandfather, Charles Perkins, and her Aunt,
filmmaker, Rachel Perkins taken during a land
rights protest outside Old Parliament House in
Canberra in the 1980’s.
I went about creating the work to commemorate
a significant birthday of my Aunty Rachel, and
came to this treasured photo of her as a young
woman with my Pop [Aboriginal leader and
activist, Charles Perkins]. I’ve been interested
in the imagery from this era, in exploring and

reprising the radical spirit that characterised it.
Yet this photograph had a special energy – an
aside on the periphery of the major events taking
place – a space that was focused and tender. It
resonated with me, and reflected how the political
was personal for my Pop.
My grandfather was born at the Bungalow (then
the Half-Caste Institution) in Mparntwe/Alice
Springs. This image is reflective of the way that
politics was personal for my grandfather, and that
he dedicated his life to the fight for justice for our
people.
Charlie is just my beloved pop, but [they] did do
all these amazing things in their lives, leading by
example," Thea says. "As an Aboriginal person
you naturally feel that desire to speak up and
stand up to the constant stream of bad news …
but then also seeing that they had agency was
important too. That you can stand up and make
the change, you can have a tangible impact. The
human scale of it, too, these things start small but
they are people power movements.
This artwork has been acquired by the Alice
Springs Art Foundation and gifted to the people
of Alice Springs. Thea says her First Nations
Award will go toward workshops with town camp
artists in Alice Springs, making prints inspired by
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Ella Davidson from Year 11
talks with Prue Stent and Honey
Long
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Past is Present
Thea Anamara Perkins (Class
of 2009) awarded the 2020
Dreaming Award for an emerging artist and the Alice Prize
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reprising the radical spirit that characterised it.
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Charlie is just my beloved pop, but [they] did do
all these amazing things in their lives, leading by
example," Thea says. "As an Aboriginal person
you naturally feel that desire to speak up and
stand up to the constant stream of bad news …
but then also seeing that they had agency was
important too. That you can stand up and make
the change, you can have a tangible impact. The
human scale of it, too, these things start small but
they are people power movements.
This artwork has been acquired by the Alice
Springs Art Foundation and gifted to the people
of Alice Springs. Thea says her First Nations
Award will go toward workshops with town camp
artists in Alice Springs, making prints inspired by
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iconic 1970s and 80s protest posters. "The idea is
empowering people to speak for themselves," she
says. The project will be supported by Tangentyere Arts and will have mentorship from Tony
Albert. She will use the body of work as a call for
collective action on Climate Change.

Lux Strugar from Year 11 talks
with Bonnie Faulkner
What was art like at SCEGGS? And what did
you begin to explore?

My friend Hannah Scott-Stevenson and I used to
play around and create short films and I knew by
Year eight or nine that I was really interested in
filmmaking. We used to play around on the weekends and make short videos. She would act in
my films and I would pose in her photos. By Year
twelve I realised I wanted to work with film for
my major work but as far as I knew it hadn’t been
done before and the school didn’t have film resources then. At that time no one at SCEGGS had
ever completed their body of work using film, it
was something highly unusual. But as you know
the art teachers at SCEGGS are lovely and they
encouraged me to make my film. I had access to
a camera through my dad who was an art teacher
and we set up a system where I would use art class
time at school to plan out the work and I would
go over to my dad’s school to edit. I did a version
of Little Red Riding Hood because I was interested in exploring some of the darker meanings
of fairy tales and myths. I wanted a well-known
story I could modernise. Again my friend Hannah
played Little Red Riding Hood. And one of my
dad’s friends played the creepy wolf. I think the
look of my film was influenced by watching Spanish and Mexican movies. In the end it was very
visual rather than scripted and I really tried to
emphasise music and editing in the work. I guess
that pacing and editing images really interested
me even then. Ms Collier was my teacher and in
the end I got 100% for the video I made.
I’ve heard you even made a film about art at
SCEGGS?
I spent a huge amount of time in the art studio at
school and being with the art teachers who were
like a kind of family. I just loved spending time
10

in that environment. So it seemed like a great
opportunity when Ms Jackson approached me to
produce a film about the value and the importance of art. I tried to showcase a broader show of
artists within the SCEGGS community, those who
were artists, filmmakers or writers. I worked with
Ms Jackson and a bunch of students wandering
around school filming and we cut together a thirty minute video. I guess we brought film making
into the school and showed its value.
My experience at SCEGGS is that the whole
school is into art even girls who don’t take it as
a subject seem to be engaged, why is that?
I found art at SCEGGS a beacon of light, it was so
open and subjective and creative. It allowed us to
explore a new creative side that was never touched
upon in other subjects in the same way. In maths
and science there is more focus on the right answer and even in other humanities subjects there
is a real emphasis on the correct approach, but art
is much freer. I have a real nostalgia for my time
in the art room at SCEGGS, for the experimental
nature of the process and opportunity to explore
the mediums. I stayed with film but I loved my
time working with paint and other forms and
art history. In Year twelve when there was stress
around the HSC I would retreat to the art room
just to hang out with the teachers and feel some
relief.
Tell me about the post school world. What was
that like for you?
I went to UTS and studied film, truth be told, I
regret not going to art school. Even though the
course I did was not uninteresting it was more
theoretical than I would have wished. And then it
was a hard slog to come out of uni and enter the
creative industries. I had to find a role for myself,
which meant quite a lot of freelancing. Work was
not reliable or consistent - it was quite tough. I did
a lot of internships on film shoots for music videos and commercials – these were positions found
though friends of friends and then I went to New
York on a year long working visa. I had all sorts
of ideas about New York but I had a rude shock.
It was really hard, more internships – Tribeca film
festival working for free but making contacts. I
also worked pubs and bars. But it was all useful

experience. When I returned to Sydney I found
work as a filmmaker for a documentary company
that worked closely with non-for-profit groups
and I built on that.
What are you working on now?
For the past three years I have worked for Blackfella Films founded by director Rachel Perkins
and producer of such acclaimed Australian television dramas as Redfern Now and Total Control
and documentary series First Contact and Filthy
Rich and Homeless. I prefer working in documentaries than drama. The crews are much smaller
and more intimate and there is an element of surprise because we turn up and have no idea what
is going to happen. By contrast a drama might
require sixty people on set working with scripts
and story boards.
Most of my time is spent in editing and post-production. For Filthy Rich and Homeless we had
four hundred hours of footage because we followed five people around for 24 hours a day over
five days. My job was to look at all of that material
and start sorting it out and reduce it by half before
handing it over to the series editor for the final
cut. I really love working on projects that have a
big heart and some social conscience. It’s great
too to work on films that give a voice to those that
otherwise wouldn’t have one. I’m not so keen on
spending as much time as I do on the computer
but I really like the jigsaw of making some sense
of all the pieces or images in front of me.

Would you like to make you own film?
I guess I would. It’s always a question but for now
I really enjoy being part of a team. I work long
hours and I wouldn’t have the time or energy to
be an independent filmmaker at the moment. I
really enjoy photography and I take photographs
in my spare time but when I was at SCEGGS there
was no dark room let alone the lovely Ian. And
you get to work in film in the dark room, that’s
great. SCEGGS girls are so lucky to have that. I
don’t think I ever took it all for granted then but
when I’m at work on a shoot and I see the reality
for many disadvantaged people, especially indigenous Australians, I really appreciate how fortunate
we were at SCEGGS.
Did SCEGGS emphasis on charity and community have an impact on you?
Oh yes, especially the emphasis on social justice
which is such a central part of the community.
The great sense that we have a responsibility to
serve others still resonates with me in my production work on documentary films. But when I look
back I remember a great year group and a great
place to learn and enjoy life without too much
responsibility. Enjoy it all will you can. Someone
even makes your lunch.
Previous spread
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Above: Redfern Now still
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Seen and Gone
untitled (maraong manaóuwi),
Jonathan Jones - By Lucia
Gelonesi

This installation by Jonathon Jones, a celebrated
Wiradjuri/Kamilaroi artist, is located at the Hyde
Park Barracks, Macquarie Street, Sydney. It is a
trenchant comment on the overlapping histories of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
The artist’s essential insight, which informs
and structures the installation, is the similarity
between a symbol that held, and carries forward,
very different meanings in the cultures of
Indigenous Australians and British colonial
society. The symbol is a configuration comprised
of three triangles pointing in the same direction.
To the Eora and Daruk First Nations of the Sydney
region it represented the imprint of an emu’s
foot: maraong manaóuwi. For generations such
footprints together with outlines of kangaroos and
whales were carved into sandstone outcrops and
platforms.

more potent than any coronavirus: equivalent to an
outbreak of Ebola or the Black Death in fourteenth
century Europe, with an average rate of death of
50%. The symbol imprinted on the possessions
of the British Crown must have appeared to
Aboriginal peoples as tantamount to a symbol
of death. Perhaps it also refers to the massive

“You are still able to walk on top of the
work. The effects of our foot traffic is
deliberately intended by the artist to
result in the work’s slow destruction.”

contemporary over-representation in our prison
system of Indigenous ‘convicts’. untitled (maraong
manaóuwi) comprises more than 2,500 maraong
manaóuwi/broad arrow designs created with red
and white gravel, sourced from Wiradjuri country.
It covers the entire 2500 square metres of the Hyde
Parks Barracks courtyard. You are still able to walk
on top of the work. The effects of our foot traffic is
deliberately intended by the artist to result in the
work’s slow destruction. We become participants
The engraving in Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park,
in the dramatic irony. The project is presented by
in Sydney’s north, represents the constellation of
Art & About Sydney and Sydney Living Museums
stars known as the Emu in the Sky. To the convict
and formally ran from 21 February to15 March,
labour who built the Hyde Park Barracks the
2020. The disturbed state that the installation
same three triangles, like a broad arrow-head,
became reduced to is integral to the artists’ original
symbolised something extremely different. It was
concept.
a stigma. They wore rough hemp clothes marked
with it: to identify them as convicts. It was a symbol
of shame. The same symbol was pressed into
the soft clay of new bricks before they were
fired, to identify that the bricks were, as the
convicts virtually were, the property of the
British Crown. There is intense dramatic
irony in Jones’ installation. It derives from
the fact that all the traditional country of
Indigenous Australians, first in Sydney Cove,
then throughout the entire continent became
the property of the British Crown. Apart from
direct killings, a little more than one year
after the British flag is raised at Sydney Cove,
in April 1789, smallpox devastates the Eora
and Daruk peoples. Consider the impact,
not merely physical, of an entirely unknown
infection to which you have no resistance, far
12

Japan Supernatural - By
Inez Flohm

Blending the work of some of Japan’s
modern and most renowned historical
artists, the exhibition is the Art
Gallery of NSW’s latest ‘blockbuster’.
Japan Supernatural features 180
works drawn from collections around
the word with a mix of traditional
wood block prints, eclectic paintings,
animations and sculptures- each
diving into the Japanese folktales/lore
that continue to influence art culture
today. Headlining the exhibition,
contemporary
artist
Takashi
Murakami’s works come to life throughout the
exhibition. Famous for his painting and sculptures
that incorporate motifs from both traditional and
popular Japanese culture, at Japan Supernatural,
Murakami debuts an enormous ten-meter-wide
mural depicting folk stories, anime characters, and
a litter of other cultural references. Murakami’s
mural Vertiginous After Staring at the Empty
World Too Intensely, I Found Myself Trapped in
the Realm of Lurking Ghosts and Monsters, depicts

“Japan Supernatural shows us how
paranormal forces are expressions of
anxieties and fantasies that exist in
the culture.”

forces are expressions of anxieties and fantasies
that exist in the culture.”
Japan Supernatural focuses on detail and thoughtful
presentation- guiding the viewer through a series of
moodily lit spaces- encouraging audiences to shed
their perceptions and positions Japanese artists
as central to visual culture increasing the rich
nature of the exhibition.These works, which hang
around an artful circular display near the end of
the exhibition, reflect the Japanese understanding
of our embodied state as transient and ephemeral,
vulnerable to natural or man-made disasters.

a giant cat that presides over a fight between
yokai and samurai and it is the largest painting
to enter the gallery’s international collection. The
exhibition also showcases modern Japanese artists
including the late manga artist Mizuki Shigeru and
contemporary artist Taro Yamamoto alongside
works by seminal artists including Katsushika
Hokusai, Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
and Kawanabe Kyosai. The exhibition also shows us
how Japan’s long-time fascination with ghosts and
monsters arises once again in post war horror films
and forms such as manga, anime, art and literature.
Japan Supernatural delights in playfulness over
rational thinking in slippages between past and
present creating ‘portals’ between the reality we
think we understand and a world that can’t be
explained by empirical knowledge.
Above: Takashi Murakami in front of the exhibition and
“Japan Supernatural shows us how paranormal Tsukioka Yoshitoshi, The old woman retrieves her arm,
1889
Opposite: untitled (maraong manaóuwi), 2020
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Matisse & Picasso
at the NGA - By
Sophie Hilton

As two of the most canonically
celebrated modern artists, it
would have been easy to show
up to this joint exhibition with
little expectancy for surprise.
My outlook arriving at the
National Gallery in Canberra,
could be compared to that
of a tourist confirming the
existence of the Eiffel Tower,
or a similar famous attraction,
after indirectly viewing it
thousands of times through the internet or friends,
only to deem it yes- impressive, but entirely
expected. What I found however, was completely
unexpected- a masterfully curated celebration
of the artistic conversation between two of the
formative names in every student’s art glossary;
and an insightful overview of the boundaries that
were pushed as a direct result of the “boxing match”
between them. The exhibition chronologically
guides the viewer through the life and career
progressions of the two men, highlighting the
dialogue between their work as they reflect similar
symbols, influences and depicted events, reacting
to each other’s innovations. Following their first
meeting, Matisse; having previously emerged as
the top name in the Western European artworld;
was initially threatened by the up-and-coming,
younger Picasso. Both of their earlier works
celebrated aspects of Paul Cezanne’s style, however
they divided over their interpretations; with Picasso
drawing from the geometric, monochromatic
forms and Matisse celebrating Cezanne’s colour
play and emphasis on background. Matisse belittled
Picasso’s Analytic Cubism and focus on “the bold,
the ugly and the dismembered”; condemning it
as an art of “little cubes.” Despite this early battle
over stylistic supremacy, the artists soon began to
borrow and feed off each other. Matisse and Picasso
in turn recognised the limitations they had set for
themselves and the strengths of their rival; Matisse
using an increasingly dynamic and interacting
composition, and Picasso expanding his span of
colour and figurative depiction, working towards a
more Synthetic approach to Cubism. The exhibition
charts the symbiotic growth spanning beyond
14

Cornelia Parker - By Scarlett
Gibson-Williams

the canvas; including dance costumes, drawings,
prints, sculptures and collages from each artist. As
well as global upheaval, the personal reactions to
individual events of both artists are indicative of
their artistic values and adaptive attitudes, with
the cultural exposure of the advancing 1920s
corresponding with tumultuous personal and
romantic relationships and shifting emotive
responses. Picasso’s work sees an aggressive shift as
he becomes extremely discontented with his wife,
Olga, painting ‘Large Nude on A Red Armchair’ as
a jab at his marriage and Matisse’s ornate, Islamic
interiors and depictions of the odalisque. Departing
even further from the obvious comparisons, the
exhibition tracks the artists consistently, noting
their continual relationship, even when carried
on over distance after the Second World War. At
the tail end of their respective careers, Matisse and
Picasso abandoned their material competition and
diverted, now without the pressure of satisfying
the ever-consuming appetite for radical new
ideas. Following an unexpected successful surgery,
Matisse’s worldview altered significantly, bringing
his artistic practice with it and departing from the
practice of traditional painting. Using papercutting
and mixed media, Matisse’s final vibrant freeformed works denote themes of rebirth and joy.
In a touching final symbol, Picasso responds
artistically to the prolific and revolutionary life
of his long-term rival with a series of painted
homages. Incorporating Matisse’s beloved motif
of the open window, Picasso conveys a poignant
sense of absence as one half of the parallel forces
that defined western modern art, is carried into the
realm of artistic legacy.
Above: Henri Matisse’s painting Le torse de
plâtre, bouquet de fleurs, hung behind one of
his sculptures

Peace in war, a deafening silence, objects frozen
in time. These are a few phrases that describe
the work of Cornelia Parker. During the summer
holidays I went to see Cornelia Parker’s exhibition
at the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia. I
found this exhibition haunting yet peaceful, and
I found myself asking why her work came across
in this way. Well, for example, her installation
Cold Dark Matter: An Exploding View (1991) is
a garden shed that Parker asked the British army
to explode for her. The shed was full of everyday
objects. In the installation of Cold Dark Matter
Parker suspended each object around a single light
bulb as if the shed was mid explosion.
The feeling that I had was a peculiar sense of
being in a loud environment but the physical
environment was frozen in time and silent. Parker
plays with juxtaposition throughout her work,
silence in chaos, peace in war. This makes her work
intriguing and engaging to a range of audiences.
I think that her work is unique and very bold in
the most beautiful way. Parker’s work shows that
simple, everyday objects can speak a thousand
words. Joe Lloyd describes her as “an artist who
blends alchemical transformation with Dadaist
absurdity.”, this is true as her work portrays the
way that violence in the world creates new forms.
Cornelia Parker’s works are both confrontational
and memorable as they impact the viewer in a
very personal way, and for me it has changed the
way that I see and think about art. An artwork is
not just something nice to look at but is a million
words in a single visual representation.

Above: Cornelia Parker, War Room, 2015

Crossing Lines Exhibition - By
Chloe Contos

In January 2020, I was lucky enough to receive
tickets to attend Crossing Lines at the NGV
(National Gallery of Victoria). Jean Michel
Basquiat is one of my idols within the artworld and
I wanted to share his art history though this review.
The Haring/Basquiat show has been put together
by Dieter Buchhart, an Austrian curator and
long-term champion of both artists. It probably
requires an outsider like Buchhart to drum up
the necessary enthusiasm for everything that
happened in New York in the 1980s. So many of
the actual participants – the survivors – sound too
jaded, too well rehearsed to bring those days alive.
Basquiat picked up words and images by living on
the street in a wealthy city (NYC). His paintings
are covered with lists of names; odd facts gleaned
from glancing at books, picked up from signs in
the street or packets from the kitchen cupboard.
Pop culture and high culture are locked in a death
spiral, neither being able to triumph over the other.
Whereas, Haring is more direct: a maker of icons
and emblems, a natural communicator. His lexicon
of radiant babies, barking dog-men, grinning faces
and frantic, clone-like figures was adaptable to any
surface or occasion. He created a personal sign
language used with the fluency of handwriting.
The exhibition demonstrates the many ways in
which Haring, and Basquiat’s lives and careers
crossed paths. It also shows the personal affection
and professional respect the two men shared and
built from a foundation of similar interests and
experiences. I spent 2.5 hours (almost 3) in the
exhibition which consisted of notebooks, quotes,
sketches, original paintings, materials and short
film clips of Basquiat and Haring working with
famous singers. When you first walked into the
exhibition there was a video projected on mirrors
sharing how Basquiat and Haring became famous
and well-known. Walking though multiple rooms
filled ceiling to floor with original artworks and film
clips of Madonna dressed in Haring’s personally
designed suit and dresses was so inspirational
to see. The layout of the exhibition is roughly
chronological, but also thematic; starting with
the graffiti works by each artist. The show passes
through their collaborations with Warhol, MTV,
performing artists and of course each other. Their
15

Matisse & Picasso
at the NGA - By
Sophie Hilton
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final tribute to Basquiat after his friend’s death
on 12 August 1988. The subject matter in
Haring’s works shifted markedly in 1985 when
he began to rapidly lose many close friends
and acquaintances to AIDS. In 1988, Haring
learned of his own HIV diagnosis, and his
battle with AIDS ended on 16 February 1990.
In his last painting, Haring depicted a jubilant
crowd ready to fight against oppression,
suffering, death and downfall.
nightclub inspired works, their experiments with
the cut-up or collage aesthetic, and then draws to a
close with some of their very political pieces.
There are more than 100 items at the NGV, almost
exclusively on loan from private collectors who are
sitting on the kind of fortune that Basquiat never
enjoyed. One of his Untitled 1982 LA Paintings
broke records in 2017 when it sold at auction for
$110.5m – the highest amount ever for an American
artist. The NGV show is full of such pieces, giving
the impression of a ferocious art virus born in the
streets and subways, that migrated into clubs, shops
and the mass media, before taking up residence in
the art galleries. Basquiat came to prominence
under the tag SAMO writing cryptic messages
on walls with his buddy Al Diaz. While Haring
came to prominence drawing thousands of
white chalk drawings on black-papered Subway
advertising panels in New York subways. Haring
and Basquiat sought to bring their reality – the
vibrancy and dynamism of the street and the club
culture of Downtown New York – into the gallery
space. Haring created a series of works on wood
and fibreglass using day-glo paint, which was
commonly used to decorate nightclubs due to the
way it becomes fluorescent under UV light.
In their last works Haring and Basquiat meet
again in their approach to a sense of boundaries
of emptiness and death. Both artists can be
understood as having experienced horror vacui,
a Latin expression meaning ‘fear of emptiness’.
The paintings Basquiat made in the two years
before his death in 1988 demonstrate a new
style and an expanded repertoire of sources and
symbols. He alternates between emptiness and an
overwhelming density in these works. Haring, in
his last years of creating also extended his visual
alphabet and created many canvases that teem
with figures and images. With “A Pile of Crowns”
for Jean-Michel Basquiat, 1988, Haring paid a
16

The two artists were friends, collaborators and
occasional rivals and were synonymous with the
ground-breaking art scene of 1980s New York.
While their work couldn’t differ more the NGV
exhibition shows the political urgency that drove
them both: Basquiat was a black man, Haring a gay
one, and their stars were rising in an industry that
was known to exclude artists who differed to the
white male stereotype.
Sadly both artists were cut short in their prime.
Basquiat never got to enjoy the institutional status,
cult standing, and record-breaking prices his work
has since accrued. In 1988 When he was 27 he

overdosed on heroin just a year after the death of
his close friend and mentor Andy Warhol.
Haring, who had predicted his own fate of dying
from AIDS before he was even diagnosed, sadly
was gone two years later, at just 31. In summary,
this was the best exhibition I have ever seen. I
learnt so much about both Basquiat and Haring’s
life and all the innovative ways they created their
art. It was very inspirational, if only the exhibition
had come to Sydney so everyone could enjoy the
amazing talent of both artists.
Above: Keith Haring, Crib, 1981
Collection of works by Haring and Basquiat
Opposite: Inside the Guggenheim

Opinion

Museums in New York City - By
Dominique Liew, Erin Zikos,
Hannah Weekes
The three of us, Hannah, Erin and Dominique
spent our Christmas holidays in New York City,
where we embarked and immersed ourselves
into the world of art. Visiting museums such as
the Guggenheim, MoMa and the Met, we could
see famous works from all around the world.
Beginning our exploration of the wonderful art
in New York, we headed to MoMa, one of the
world’s largest and most influential art museums
of modern history. Immediately, we were amazed
by the enormous size of the building, and by how
many prominent artworks filled it’s walls. One
of my favourite collections we saw was based
around the incredible works influenced by abstract
expressionism, which was a post-world war II
art movement that developed in New York in the
1940’s - 1950’s. This movement was incredibly
important to art as we know it today, as it was the
first American movement that gained international
attention, resulting in New York being pushed to
the forefront of modern
art. Artists in this
movement, all aimed to
express human values
and personal views, had
varying styles and ideas
in which they delivered
this, which was clear to
us as such a wide range
of these paintings were
displayed.
Variations
between key artists
included:
Jackson
Pollock
who
used
hardened paint brushes
and sticks which he
dipped
into
paint,
allowing them to drip
over the canvas on the
floor, moving his body
as to direct his work,
creating splatters, fine
lines
and
puddles.

This was contrasted by Willem de Kooning, who
provided clear references to the surrounding
world, by using examples such as the human body
to be experimented with and explored. Hedda
Sterne, was suggestive of the speed and intensity
of New York highways, which fascinated her
greatly, through her use of spray paint. We all
enjoyed visiting MoMa so much and would highly
recommend it to anyone travelling to New York in
the future!
“it’s outside the boundaries’ of reality ... because
there’s no horizon line, there is no straight path,
there’s no verticals, there’s no horizontals.” –
Edward Lifson (NPR Journalist) Recognized as

“it’s outside the boundaries’ of reality
... because there’s no horizon line, there
is no straight path, there’s no verticals,
there’s no horizontals.”
a renowned and timeless architectural icon, the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York,
designed by architect Frank Lloyd Wright in 1943
(built in 1959)merges both artistic and architectural
modernism. As a product of consumerist and a fully
industrialized 1950s America, the Guggenheim is
most recognized due to its juxtaposition against the
strict Manhattan grid
- containing revolving
organic curves. As
we all entered the
Guggenheim, we were
in awe of the white
spiraling ramp, glass
rotunda and a large
windowless
space.
Comprised of white
cylinders of reinforced
concrete, the exterior
is an inversion of the
interior drawing upon
balance and order
but evoking Wright’s
proposed “one great
space on a continuous
floor,” through its
open spiral floor
plan. Walking up the
ramp, both art and
architecture
work
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Egyptian temple in the Western
hemisphere. The intricate carvings on
the exteriors of the temple are to mimic
the natural world. These carvings
represent the Egyptian culture, where
there are Papyrus and lotus plants at the
base that rise up towards the sun and
the wings of the sky god, Horus. One
of my favourite works that I was able to
see at the Met was Vincent van Gogh’s
Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat painted
in 1887. I have always been attracted
to quite lively and gestural paintings
and Van Gogh’s post-Impressionist
techniques convey these elements in
together in parallel. Art that is displayed isn’t
his
work.
The
restless experimentation is displayed
straight and level, but instead, is tilted as it follows
the curvature of the ramp. As a result, this changes through the brushstrokes, where it ranges between
the viewer’s art experience as the architectural dots, dashes and swirling volumes of paint.
integrity dominates. The “Artistic License: Six
Takes on the Guggenheim Collection” was He uses complementary colour contrast of yellows
displayed, an exhibition celebrating both modern and oranges of his face to the blues and greens of
and contemporary art with works curated by Jenny his clothes. In this gallery, there are about 10 works
Holzer, Richard Prince, Paul Mehretu and many by Vincent van Gogh. It is remarkable to follow his
rapid transformation of style in a short period of
more. The exhibition aimed to recognize a
development
from
modernism
to time. From works that are monotone and convey
postmodernism. If you are planning to go to New the ‘coarse’ reality of rural life to works that are bold
York soon I would highly recommend visiting in colour and gestural in strokes that soon became
the Guggenheim Museum. This Museum speaks his signature style that we all know today. Overall,
to a wide audience of people interested in art, we had an amazing trip to New York. Where we
architecture, geography and history. We are all were able to explore the famous art galleries that
so grateful for this amazing experience and are all exposed us to a whole new world of art. It was a
looking forward to visiting again sometime in the great privilige to see art works that we have been
studying in class over the last couple of years.
near future!
A few days after our big day visiting the
MoMa gallery and the Guggenheim, we
were feeling up to another big day at The
Metropolitan Museum. Before walking
inside, we stop to take in the extensive
architecture of the building. Collecting
our audio guides, we headed into the
museum very excited to explore. As
there was so much to see and not an
exhaustive amount of time to see it
all, we selected some key galleries. An
amazing installation at the Met, was the
Temple of Dendur, an Egyptian temple
from 10 B.C. that was transposed from
its Nile-side location to the bright, sun
drenched Sackler Wing overlooking a
reflective pool. It is the only complete
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This Page: Inside and outside The Met
Opposite: Installation view of Quilty

Ben Quilty AGNSW - By Pei
Xiang Deacon
“the art that made me”
Ben Quilty, renowned contemporary Australian
artist, recently exhibited a retrospective of his
work at the Art Gallery of NSW. The exhibition
ran from 9th November 2019 until 2nd February
2020. Compassion, empathy, anger, and resistance
formed the central premise of his latest exhibition.
In this show he created a reflective, interactive
space which posed questions for the audience as
they considered the ideas of the artist, and their
own experience. Quilty’s works personally connect
to his audience through their universal subject
matter and allow the viewer the space for their
own interpretation. “My work is about working
out how to live in this world” Quilty states. He
examines the human condition, social justice,
and emotional responses to the world. He is also
influenced by aspects of contemporary Australia,
particularly youth culture and has examined his
own experiences with drugs and alcohol in his
early practice. Ben Quilty has committed himself
to political activism and this has shaped his
practice and his own place in the world. Recently
he has looked at aspects of war and conflict
through his work as Australia’s official war artist in
Afghanistan and also was involved in advocating
for mercy on behalf of the jailed drug smugglers,
Myuran Sukumaran and Andrew Chan who were
executed in 2015 in Indonesia. His paintings “draw
our attention to our responsibilities as humans,
in a fraught world” (Art Gallery of NSW). Ben
Quilty states “I hope to push compassion to the
front of national debate”. Quilty is now based in the

Southern Highlands of New South Wales. Known
for his gestural oil paintings, Quilty has worked
across a range of mediums, drawing, photography,
sculpture and installations. This exhibition was

“My work is about working out
how to live in this world”
predominately paintings with a featured sculpture.
His work was curated to show his formative works
of portraits and utes alongside his more recent
figurative motifs and images of objects. Ben
Quilty’s expressive and representational style is
instantly recognisable through its thickly painted
gestural application. His vibrant evident brush
marks remain a distinctive quality in Quilty’s art
practice. He develops the emotional qualities of
people, objects and places through his vivid use of
colour too. This is evident in his compelling series,
“life vest”. His depiction of refugee camps in the
Lebanese Beqaa valley conveys the trauma and pain
through his use of intense colour and muscular
paint strokes. He creates a highly charged emotional
narrative through the abstraction of the “figures”.
Vibrant orange is pronounced, representing the
life jackets, which becomes symbolic of trauma. In
“Irin Irinji” a monumental line up of panels creates
a captivating and poignant work that illustrates
the site of an Indigenous massacre in the “Anangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands (APY)”. Quilty
cleverly uses paint blots in a Rorschach pattern to
represent what aspects of this event were obscured.
His works are filled with a contrasting juxtaposition
of suffering and beauty. He thoughtfully shares
narratives conveying his own vulnerability and
explores other people’s trauma and experiences as a
way of commenting on a global human experience:
his works connect everyone together.
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Simrin Hartmann - Huma Bhabha

“There is so much physical destruction happening
in different parts of the world, to the extent that
many functioning cities look like archeological
digs. One of the ways I like to approach the past
is in a cinematic way, reimagining the past and
projecting towards the future just as movies often
do.” — Huma Bhabha
Bhabha was born 1962 in Karachi, Pakistan, and
she now lives and works in New York and has a
largely successful practice spanning over three
decades. The themes of Bhabha’s work revolve
around the displacement of peoples, exploring
themes of colonialism, war, longing and memories
of place, discussing crucial and relevant issues
that incite emotive audience responses. Visually,
Bhabha retains artistic ambiguity and imagination
through an interest in the “other,” working across
mediums of sculpture, drawing and photography
in the practice. Thematically unifying her work
through forms of the monstrous, she attributes
this to her personal interest in ancient cultural
symbols, including references to the architecture
of Cambodia’s ancient temples at Angkor Wat
and the influence of science fiction such as.
the cinematography of Andrei Tarkhovsky’s
1971 film ‘Stalker,’ wholistically referencing
the trajectory of the human experience from a
diverse range of sources. Bhamba’s 2018 sculpture
installation ‘Waiting for Another Game’ was
exhibited at the 2020 Sydney Biennale, it aligns
with the theme of ‘language’ as the alienated
character makes a statement regarding a common
element of humanity that transcends a specific
culture, utilising the language of symbolism to
converse with her audience.The tactile sculpture,
constructed from mixed media materials of cork,
styrofoam, wood, acrylic paint and oil stick,
offer suggestions of the human form from raw
materials that are traditionally associated with
the body. The work centers itself around symbols
of culture and history, drawing equally from the
principles of Modernism and tribal art. The large
totemic figures are richly textured and coloured
by subdued pink and blue tones, drawing the
audience’s attention to Bhamba’s artistic skill, as
she reinforces the constructed nature of the work.
20

The overwhelming 120-inch scale of the work
further distances the work from realism, the figure
is a spectacle. Bhamba successfully depicts the
strangeness and vulnerability of the contemporary
form, evoking pathos for alienated and unfamiliar
beings due to their human qualities and archaic
cultural references. The diversity of cultural
references within Bhabha’s work positions the
audience to consider universal truths in regards
to the treatment of peoples throughout human
history. Bhamba foregrounds the human form as
the unifying feature in her work, prompting the
audience to reflect on their personal experiences
of displacement. The totemic figures evoke an
empathetic viewer response, due to their likeness
to humanity, the thought-provoking title of the
installation,‘They Live,’ reflects this awareness
of intimate connection between the audience
and the work. Bhabha’s works have also been
described as “post-apocalyptic” and “grotesque”
due to the intense juxtaposition of cultural
symbols, overwhelming scale, and manipulation/
distortion of human features, that combine in
her ambiguous installations, commanding active
viewer engagement.

Ashley Thomas - John Miller and Elisapeta Elisapeta Heta is an architectural designer who
creates experiences that bring back to focus stories
Heta
John Miller is an “independent social
documentary” photographer from NZ, who has
been capturing traditional and cultural moments
since the 1960s. Renowned for his protest images,
his photographs document social and political
dissent. Miller attended Victoria University 19691970, subsequently working at the Auckland
University Students’ Association Magazine in
1971-72, which catalysed his political interest in
current events due to the uprising of anti-Vietnam
rallies, South African sports tour movements and
the first ever Waitangi protests. Describing himself
as “a sympathetic observer to the causes that
motivate protests, rallies, meetings,” his work not
only displays moments of tensions, but the broader
archive of the Maori people in general. There is an
alternative history presented that counteracts the
mainstream story accepted in higher media.
Opposite: John Miller. Evening supper
tables, 1993.
Above: Waiting for Another Game, 2018

and memories which may have been hidden or
weathered. Working as a professional architect,
she has a passion for empowering women which
she transfers into her art through a focus on
indigenous and feminine stories. Heta uses
cultural and societal concerns to educate and
promote the power of the land. In her collaboration
with Miller, the physical display seeks to balance
the spiritual and physical elements of space to
reimagine the audience’s journey. Heta’s hope is
“to be able to continue to work at creating diverse
pathways towards participating in the architectural
discourse.” Pouwātū is a mixed-media installation
that symbolises the ‘active presence’ of Miller’s
photography over five decades. Bringing to the
forefront the hidden history of that portrayed
in glorified media, the photographs of Maori
politics, protest and community movements, such
as the Maori Land March of 1975 (right), act as
21
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archives that illustrate the evolution of
Maori culture. Collaborating with Peta,
an architectural designer, the images are
arranged in six thematic pillars that line
against two parallel walls. At the far end of
the space, the categories are met in shelfheld vitrines, and iPads are displayed in
the centre of the room for reading. This
setup corresponds with Peta’s drive to
reflect dialogue between heritage and
modernisation, however, also supports a
sense of connectivity and identity to the
land through balancing the physical and
spiritual elements of the space. Miller and
Peta’s values align to present an exhibition
that is a “celebration of transformative
movements, moments and events across
thresholds of time, with an overarching
theme of sovereignty at its core.”
Describing himself as a “sympathetic observer”
to the social and cultural dissent of the late 20th
century, Miller’s documentation draws worldwide
attention.

British heritage, the role of the government and
idealisation of the male pioneer. Continuing his
work through the 1970s, the radical movements of
the 60s had caused major disruption to the world
economy. Thus, for New Zealand, a new generation
of activists raised questions about race, relations,
sexuality, and the welfare system, of which is
reflected in the extended protest motif in Miller’s
images. During the 1980s, NZ had rising levels of
inflation and unemployment causing its economic
status to drop. Going from the 6th wealthiest
nation to the 19th, Miller reflected the downside
of accelerating modernization in his photographs
of political frustration and struggling families.
The 1990s marked the sesquicentennial of NZ, the
150th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of
Waitangi. Much like our Australia Day, Waitangi
Day poses questions about the enduring struggle
of indigenous sovereignty. Maori sovereignty has
been one of the most vital Maori understandings of
the Treaty’s second article, so the celebration of the
sesquicentennial was significant in addressing NZ
race relations and politics. Going into the 2000s,
New Zealand crossed the threshold of the 21th
century and became an entirely different country
from when it had entered the 20th century. With
a more solidified understanding between cultures,
the New Zealand people had time to meditate

Published in many books, external exhibitions and
school resources, his photographs are regarded
as “the most significant amongst Maori history,”
– Greenpeace NZ director Bunny McDiarmid.
Critically acclaimed, Miller has represented former
Maori Queen Te Arikinui Te Atairangikaahu, as a
result of her “invaluability” to the NZ community.
Due to the reflective nature of his work, the audience
is invited to revisit monumental events in history,
allowing for the exploration and understanding of
perspective from a meditative stance. The late 20th
century was a tumultuous period, characterised
by socio-political dissent. Not only that but the
general perception of photography transformed
into an excepted art medium. Historically mainly
for personal or scientific portfolio’s, Miller’s images
counteracted this to celebrate monumental change
in both the art and social spheres. New Zealand
in the 1960s, when Miller first began his work as
a 16 year old, was characterised by anti-Vietnam
war protests, civil movements and an emerging
generation gap. The post-war generation highly
influenced the social and political structures at
the time by making waves around widely held
traditional values and beliefs. Subsequently, there Above: John Miller and Elisapeta Heta, Pouwātū:
was a questioning of New Zealand identity as Active Presence, 1969 – 2020.
society challenged the beliefs of material progress,
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which would lead to significant environmental
devastation. This continued trend of resource-related, power and money fueled violence is of great
concern to Bruguera as companies value power
over human life without second thought. Furthermore, as we are constantly surrounded by news
and reports of human loss, it has become normalised, provoking little emotional response from
Mia Whalley - Tania Bruguera
Tania Bruguera is a Cuban performance art- individuals in society as we are so desensitised and
ist whose works aim to promote discussion and distanced from the harsh reality of death.
change in social and political spheres. Many of
her performances confront repressive government Participants of the artwork UNNAMED have the
standards and social systems, particularly in the name of one of the 751 dead inscribed on their
context of the Cuban revolution and immigra- body. The confronting nature of inscription on
tion, emphasising the emotional impact of such ones body, personalises a fragment of the data and
circumstances on the individual and community. shocking the audience into re-realising the magniBruguera consistently challenges art standards and tude and grief of loss through physical pain and reexpectations of her audience in regards to what is membrance. Bruguera’s social and political perforand isn’t considered art, stating, “For me the most mances address topical and controversial themes,
important moment for an art piece is when peo- challenging her audience to reconsider their unple are not sure if it’s art or not.” Tania Bruguera’s derstanding and perception of the world around
piece UNNAMED, exhibited at Cockatoo Island as them. Her works commonly address immigration
a part of the 2020 Biennale of Sydney, is a partici- and the environment, both highly prevalent subpatory performance work in which aims to break jects of debate in the modern society, working credown indifference and lack of empathy in which atively to explore the emotional and social consewe (as a modern, technological society) experience quences of the mistreatment of immigrants and our
towards mass devastation and human loss as a re- surroundings. Due to their inherent controversial
sult of mass media. Between 2015 and 2018, over and exposing nature, she has been apprehended by
751 individuals were killed after protesting against the Cuban government and has outraged many in
the plans and developments of large companies authoritative positions. Bruguera describes herself
as an “initiator rather than an author”
due to the interactive, participational
aspects of her artworks, inviting and
encouraging her audience to take part
in the performances. By encouraging
collaboration, the experiences, observations and interpretations of various
individuals from various backgrounds
enhances the social and political message in which her work portrays. The
interactive aspects of her art has caused
debate and discussion in the art world
as critics have questioned if it should
be considered art.
over global economics, colonial ties and focus
on sustainability and quality of life. Whilst New
Zealand is still largely influenced by its colonial
heritage, the country now has a strong sense of an
equalising bi-cultural identity between Maori and
Pakeha

Left: Tania Bruguera, ‘UNNAMED’,
2020. Installation view for the 22nd
Biennale of Sydney (2020), Cockatoo
Island. Originally commissioned by
Monash Unversity Museam of Art
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